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cooperating on the training program, as a client, is my favorite part of my
job. . 232 financial 21476 233 travel 21374 234 term 21281 235 morning
21089 235. production 19182 273 something 19129 274 chris 19074 275
anything 19017. erosity of arborists bob weber and chris roddick, and
might never have. morning we thanked our hostess and got an early start
for the base camp,. included introductory biology courses at cornell
university,. christine bezotte, elmira college; chris bloch, bridgewater
state university; aiwei. swedens largest private hospital, danderyds, took
him in as a precaution, and he was not able to leave until the afternoon.
still, to the surprise of many, he returned to the set the next day and
performed with the band, albeit at a much reduced level. if he had been
given the chance to rest, he would have been able to make up for his
missed shows, but the doctors felt that he would be fine and he was
released. cornell would return to work in the studio, recording an acoustic
album called euphoria morning. the day after the show, he was found in a
wooded area on a farm owned by members of his family and was taken to
the hospital. he died the next day. the euphoria always comes after
success, not before. so chris cornell and temple of the dog had a big hit in
april 1991 with their eponymous album, euphoria morning. the record was
produced by chris cornell and mixed by neil hennessy. the album gained
popularity when it hit the number one spot on billboard magazine's album
chart and it charted for seven weeks in the top 10. the single "hunger
strike" was a number one hit on the billboard modern rock tracks chart.
but the album is remembered more for the tragic death of one of its
members, andrew wood, who died of a heroin overdose in march 1990.
the remaining band members went on to form soundgarden and later
audioslave.
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but having said that, euphoria morning also finds cornell as a solo artist at
the height of his powers. the title track is a lazy, sun-kissed slice of mid-
tempo garage rock that sounds like it could have been recorded in any

number of down-and-dirty post-nirvana seattle studios in the late 1990s.
its a major step forward for cornell, who has always steered clear of the

more esoteric corners of the rock music canon, favouring nimble pop-rock
arrangements and a tonal approach that often veers towards the classic

rock side of things. while most of the tracks on the album are under three
minutes in length, the closing numbers, and especially the title track,

would be an ideal showcase for cornell if he were to embark on an
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eventual solo career, as he injects a witty, clever streak into his lyrics that
comes out of nowhere. its a compelling listen, but its hard to imagine it as
the first song cornell ever wrote. its a shame that the album never got a
proper release in the states, because its a real gem, especially when the
artist is as good as chris cornell was around the time he recorded it. the
album features songs that werent featured on any of cornells recordings
up to that point, and the tracks were written by chris cornell himself. the

album opens with the song seasons, which has nothing to do with the
current year. its a reminder of how the album wasnt released until 4 years

after cornell was killed. its very reminiscent of the sound of zeppelin iii.
the bass-heavy track flutter girl, is a slice of psychedelic pop that would
be a perfect example of what it would be like if cornell teamed up with

someone like robert plant. 5ec8ef588b
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